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WANTED
Come out, come out, 
wherever you are!  

We’re looking for Club 
Executive.

● President Elect
● Treasurer
● Director at Large

Join a great group of 
people, and participate 
in the front lines of 
ballooning.

Calgary Balloon Club Elections

A group of seven elected members oversees 
the operations of the Calgary Balloon Club.  
The group arranges subjects and activities such 
as: meeting room schedule, Drumheller 
weekend, Anniversary preparations, training, 
speakers, expenditures, newsletter, providing 
information, and leadership. 

Contact an executive to volunteer.  

Executive meetings are held monthly in 
advance of the general meeting. Executive 
meetings can be held on Zoom, therefore we 
encourage people from outside Calgary to 
consider getting involved. The executive draws 
on the experience and knowledge of the 
members to prepare general information for the 
club.

Some of the duties are:

Duties of the President-Elect
● assist the President in the performance 

of his/her duties.
● assume the role of the President 

whenever the President is absent or 
designates the role of him/her.

● be responsible for undertaking any duties 
the Board of Directors may request of 
him/her.

Duties of the Director at Large
● any duties the Board of Directors may 

request him/her to undertake.
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Duties of the Treasurer
● responsible for carrying out the financial matters and keeping the financial records of the 

Club in order.
● ensure that the “Annual Audit” of the Club is carried out by qualified individuals before the 

Annual General Meeting. The Treasurer must be of all possible assistance to the auditors 
and once the audit is completed, he/she must ensure it is submitted to the Registrar of 
Companies with the Annual Report. 

● receive all monies for the Club and deposit the monies in the account of the Club at a 
Chartered Bank or Trust Company which must be designated by the Board of Directors. 

● pay out all authorized monies on behalf of the Club.
● ensure that funds are used in accordance with any spending restrictions that are placed 

upon them by granting or funding agencies.
● keep an account of all expenditures and revenue received and dispensed, and file all bills, 

receipts and vouchers of the Club.
● responsible for the financial operations of the Club.
● make the books and records of the Club available for inspection by any member of the Club 

upon 30 days’ notice in writing to the Treasurer. 

The Club is managed by volunteers like you.  We look forward to having you join us to keep 
interesting activities in the Club.  

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Calgary Balloon Club

November 10, 2021 at 7:30 p.m.

Election of Officers & General Business Meeting

 Upcoming positions:  President Elect, Director At Large, Treasurer
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PRESIDENT REPORT 
November 2021

I hope this message finds you well.

FLYING and SOCIAL: 

2021 continues to be productive for our Club and Sport.

The summer saw lots of members enjoying and sharing our sport in the sky.  To me, 
summer balloon activity seems to change to fall after our Annual Club Summer BBQ.  
Excitingly this year, the peak event of the summer was The Canadian National 
Championship.  Borrowing words from Jonathan Perron-Clow: CBC members were 
actively involved in both the planning and flying.  Event Director Garry Lockyer and 
Assistant Director Jonathan Perron-Clow provided smooth operations.  In the air, 
competitors Jenn Podruski and Shane (Emma) Lockyer represented Alberta.  Upon 
their return, they shared their exciting experiences with us as Guest Speakers.  
Congrats, Jenn and Shane (Emma), on your first competition.  Congratulations to 
Jonathan Perron-Clow and team on successly bringing the Canadian Championship 
back to the East, and we look forward to many more Championships.

The fall was kicked off with HESPERO BALLOON RACE and Corn Roast celebrating 
its 10th Annual!  Way to go, Cliff and Sheri Skocdopole, on hosting another successful 
Hespero gathering, and thank you for your hospitality to balloonists!  A decade is a 
remarkable milestone, and we look forward to the following number of decades too.

Shortly into the fall, Alberta entered numerous gathering regulations and restrictions 
due to COVID-19. This forced us to postpone the 45th Anniversary event scheduled in 
Drumheller. While disappointing our efforts aren’t wasted, we will reschedule in 2022 
to be a 45.5th Anniversary Event (TBD).  The Raven Rally was also unable to proceed 
due to the numerous restrictions at this writing.

On the brighter side, the Heritage Inn International Balloon Festival proceeded 
(without a Glow Gathering) and was a success.  The event had record weather and 
flights.  We look forward to 2022 and flying in celebration of the 10th Annual! 
Congratulations to the High River Events Committee for a successful event and 
becoming Western Canada’s largest balloon event. It certainly has put High River on 
the map, sparked the sport in High River, Western Canada, and continues to add 
new plots and members to The Calgary Balloon Club.
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TRAINING AND HIGHLIGHTS: 

Many pilots are in the process of completing their FITEN.  Congratulations, John 
Phillips and Shane Lockyer, for becoming instructors.  Several other pilots completed 
Propane Handling Certifications.

I have highlighted “just a few” things about our sport and club news in this report.  
Please enjoy Champagn-E-Vents for all the happenings in the Club.  

To be honest, I don’t want to write about the pandemic in these reports, but it will 
serve as some historical reference on the resiliency of our Club and its members.  
2020/21 has been challenging for many organizations, but I am proud to say our Club 
is progressing.  Your continual involvement, willingness to participate online (ZOOM) 
and doing your best to bring fun and freedom keeps the Club vibrant.  Thank you all 
for your continual involvement. 

Brant

R E E
D

NIM
R

Please remember to renew your Calgary Balloon Club Membership 
for 2022.  A Balloon Club membership also makes a great gift.  See 
the form at the end of the newsletter or on the CBC website. 

There are still some 
2022 CBC calendars left!  

Contact Dirk Luxen 
at  luxen@shaw.ca  to get yours. 

mailto:luxen@shaw.ca


Chief Pilot / Vice President Report
November 2021
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A great bunch of club volunteers was busy working over the spring and summer months for a well planned, 
well organized Calgary  Balloon Club 45th Anniversary Celebration in Drumheller  on September 17 - 19.   
With 11 volunteers on board and over 100 guests registered for the event, we received news, only days 
before the event, that due to new, mandatory Covid restrictions, we would not be able to host this event.  
While unfortunate for all of us, we are left looking forward to the future and the planning, partially 
completed, for an upcoming anniversary celebration in the New Year.

We did not cancel the complete Drumheller weekend as we had several balloonists, many of them visiting 
from other provinces, and we were able to socialize outdoors in Drumheller.  A great weekend was capped 
off by a Sunday morning flight enabling the new-to- the- area pilots an opportunity to fly the valley we have 
talked so much about.

With these further mandatory restrictions in place, the High River Balloon Events Committee was able to 
host their event in late September. Adhering to the rules, it was great to get in five flights. This, compared to 
the last couple of years, was a great success. Congratulations to the High River Balloon Events Committee for 
again organizing a super event.

In line with concerns for the Thanksgiving weekend, the Alberta Health Services again set up new mandatory 
restrictions, and these ones were enough to require us to cancel Raven for this year. Most unfortunate, 
again, especially with a question on what to do with 11 pumpkins in the back of my car!  But club members 
rose to the occasion and we scheduled alternate flights out of the High River Balloon port. On the first 
planned weekend, October 23, the weather did not cooperate but 5 balloons were able to fly on Sunday, Oct 
31 making the pumpkin toss even timelier.

On the technical side of things, we congratulate our first graduate from the latest Club Flight Instructor 
program, Shane Lockyer! Shane is looking forward to training new and upcoming pilots.  Now that he has 
completed his instructor rating requirements, Shane is concentrating on completing his studies and testing 
for his AME license. He has been getting a fair amount of practice which will greatly work to his benefit once 
he gets his license. Congratulations Shane!

These areas in the balloon community, balloon flight instructor rating and AME license are necessary for the 
sport to be able to continue so it is good to see active movement from the younger generation.

Long Jump 2021- 2022
Just a reminder to all the club pilots that the Calgary Balloon Club Long Jump Challenge for 2020-2022 is 
ongoing.  Long Jump 2020-2022 is effective September 30, 2020 – April 15, 2022.  The Long Jump is an 
opportunity for pilots to work on their weather skills to determine if the wind conditions are more suitable 
for a long distance flight compared to a regular one hour flight.   What are the upper winds? How packed are 
the isobars in the direction of flight?  Where do you launch in order to have the best flying and landing 
conditions?  

This is also an interesting event for the crew to be involved in and to be challenged to be there when you 
land.

The club has received enough entries so the challenge is on! You can still enter by submitting the entry fee 
of $20.00 to Dirk Luxen.  The forms and rules can be found in the Newsletter.   Del has offered to speak at 
the next club meeting for a short update on special ways to conduct and plan for the Long Jump.
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Committees:

We are looking at re-establishing the 6 committees as defined in the Club Bylaws.  

While the committees overlap and work together, initially we will concentrate on one committee:  
Education Committee.  

The President is the ex-officio representative for the Education Committee but we will need club 
volunteers to fill out the committee to establish these very important goals.  It is easy to see how each of 
these goals can lead and assist in the goals of the Membership, Flight Operations, and Communications 
Committees.

Here are the goals that were established for the Education Committee:

1. Crew Training:
a. Establish Course Material for Introduction to the Calgary Balloon Club

b. Establish Course Material and set up sessions for crew training.

2. Pilot / Crew Membership:
a. Establish process for ensuring new crew members are assigned to pilots for practical 

training.

b. Establish education material i.e. Practical Ballooning for pilot members for new Crew 
member training.

3. Safety Education / Training
a. Establish pilot / crew courses for safety courses, i.e. Propane Course, Fire Extinguisher 

Course, etc

4. Pilot / Crew Landowner Training:
a. Establish course material and training sessions using the Landowner Relations guidelines 

to ensure all pilot/crew members are educated on landowner relations.

5. Landowner Relations:
a. Establish the guidelines for:

i. Crew / Pilot Initial contact with concerned landowners

- Education Committee

ii. Authorization and procedure for confirmations 
On the official PZ map and distribution of map - Flight Operations Committee

iii. Landowner Liaison with Landowners - Communications Committee

Please give us some of your time on this very important committee by contacting the President 

and advising in what area you would like to assist.

--- Linda
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Searle Sheldon will be 
piloting his last flight in a 
balloon on November 21st, 
weather permitting. 

Following the flight, we 
will celebrate his official 
retirement at the 
Balloon Port. 

Everyone is welcome to 
join in by flying or joining 
the festivities afterwards.
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WIN YOUR CHOICE OF A BALLOON RIDE OR $100
For those of you that haven’t seen my balloon trailer yet, the enclosed pictures show a 
picture on one side of a few balloons I have owned.  That picture is duplicated on the other 
side of the trailer.  There is a blank section above the spare tire on the front of the trailer.  It 
measures 22” X 58”. That section is what the competition is about.

I intend to have Foothills Signs in High River fill that section with something of my choice, 
but I don’t know what.  They require a picture, drawing, etc. which they can adjust to size 
and perfection, then print and apply.  

The competition is to come up with something that I will like and choose.  The competition is 
open to anyone who gets this information.  They do not have to be a Balloon Club member 
or a balloonist.  They can be artistic, imaginative, or simply see something in a book or 
magazine.  It could be a joke, a poem, or anything they think might catch my interest.  The 
section to be filled does not have to have pictures of balloons on it.  In fact, there are plenty 
of balloons on the trailer already.  However, if it is a spectacular balloon picture and there is 
no other competition, it could be chosen.  Remember, the area is only 22” X 58” and if the 
submission requires a larger area to be recognizable, it will not be chosen.

Those competing can make multiple submissions.  There is no limit.  I will look at them all.

Submissions must be sent to Linda Then at thenlinda@hotmail.com.  She will forward them 
to me without the sender’s name.  I will not know the name of anyone who has made a 
submission when I make my choice. 

A decision will not be made until the end of March 2022.  Feel free to send this information 
on to your friends or relatives.

Del Michaud

mailto:thenlinda@hotmail.com


CBC Annual 
Picnic
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CBC Summer Picnic in Bowness Park, August 5 2021

CBC Christmas Party and 
New Year’s Day Flight

Plans are underway for 
the Christmas Party and 
New Year’s Day flight.  

Watch your email for details! 

Submitted by Richard Clark
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Canadian Championship Reaches New Heights
By Jonathan Perron-Clow

Calgary Balloon Club members were active participants in the most recent Canadian 
championship held in Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, QC for the first time in 20 years. In 
what was the largest field of competitors in a long time at 19 - with 18 of them being 
rookies - everyone had the opportunity to learn and showcase their skills on a nearly 
equal playing field.

Two teams made the long drive out to Quebec as Jenn Podruski and Shane Lockyer 
entered their first official competition. Garry Lockyer tagged along for the ride and to 
serve as the Event Director, a role he was reprising from many previous events in 
Saint-Jean notably the World Championships held in 1991.

Over four sweltering days, competitors logged four flights and a total of nine tasks to 
show their capacity to plan and execute the flights. The first flight was cancelled due 
to weather but everyone was chipper the next morning when the task sheet called 
for a HWZ and PDG. Flying from the airport, most pilots scored quite well on the 
hesitation waltz, selecting the southwestern target. Pilot JP Lemaire of Nova Scotia 
scored best at 1.54 m with his 11 year old son throwing the marker during what will 
probably go down as the best father-son weekend ever for that little guy. The 
second task proved more challenging as many incorrectly entered information into 
the FAI logger.

While awaiting a weather decision, the attention turned to learning from a discarded 
task sheet. Garry explained what buttons to push, when and why. Jason Adams, 
who was the only experienced competitor and logger user, told the others to avoid 
the little mistakes because those can make you lose valuable ground. They flew a 
HNH that brought competitors clear across the city and impressive scores gave 
Johann-François Frève and Jason Adams a tie at 1000 points on task three as they 
scored .20 and .22 m respectively.

The next morning, a triple was called to test the pilots anew. Two PDGs and an ELB 
gave pilots another chance to showcase their skills with the logger and the results 
were much better. Jacob Vaillancourt won task four with 28 m and Jason Adams had 
20 m on the fifth. The youngest competitor in the field, Philippe Watters, scored an 
angle of 142.85 degrees in his racer.
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With three flights in, the Championship could be deemed official but there were still 
two flight windows left and the competition was getting tighter as everyone figured 
out the technology. The summer heat brought stormy clouds on the Saturday night 
that kept building so the black flag came out, cancelling a complex series of tasks 
prepared for the pilots.

While the final morning is usually a simple task call, perfect conditions and eager 
pilots instead got three to help distinguish the leaders from the pack. It was clear 
that they were on their game as they passed closely over a JDG and then picked 
one of two intersections for a HWZ. Rather than throwing a marker, they had to log a 
mark at a height above the intersection to stay safely above. Then they worked their 
way north towards a PDG and landed near Mont Saint-Gregoire.

It was over. The first Canadians in Saint-Jean in way too long. Defending champ 
Jason Adams won again but not by the comfortable margin he might have expected. 
Biting at his heels were pilots who had seen their fathers fly and compete for a long 
time and finally got in the ring themselves. Unsworth, Vaillancourt, Watters, Frève 
and indeed Lockyer found themselves near the top.

Eventually the CBC members all returned home. Though Saint-Jean’s bid to host for 
the next two years means the drive will be long (though the organizers are ready to 
help with shipping), it gives a great opportunity to build links and fly together over 
something other than quarter sections.



Canadian Hot Air Balloon Championship - 
Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Quebec

Emma Lockyer

This summer the Lockyer’s (Shane, Garry and I) made the trip across the country to 
attend the Canadian Hot Air Balloon Championship in Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, 
Quebec. Garry as Event Director, Shane as a competitor in his first competition, and me 
as his crew chief.

We set out on our drive on Friday, August 13 after work, driving 43 hours straight to 
arrive in St. Jean on Sunday afternoon. We rotated drivers at each stop and took turns 
sleeping in the back seat of the truck as we ventured across the country, stopping only 
for food and gas breaks. 

Within just a few hours of arriving, we found ourselves on a launch field! Several of the 
local pilots were flying that night from the airport, and so we joined them for a flight. 
Jonathan Perron-Clow and Cory Schwartz had arrived in town by then as well, so they 
joined us to crew for Shane. Several of the balloons, including Shane, flew East over 
the river and into the Iberville area. Shane was joined by a few other balloons in the 
field that he landed in, however there was a ditch that prevented us from getting all the 
way in. We had to walk the balloons onto a dirt road, and then pack up and drive out 
one at a time - there was a bit of a traffic jam! 
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After an excellent night’s sleep, Monday morning we headed back to the Ottawa area for 
a bit of touring around before the championship started later in the week. We visited the 
Canada Aviation and Space Museum and Parliament Hill, before meeting up with friends 
who live in Ottawa for dinner in the Byward Market area. After dinner we carried on to 
the historic town of Perth, ON, about 45 minutes outside Ottawa, to visit my grandpa. 
We spent most of Tuesday touring the town with him, before heading back to St. Jean to 
meet up with our crew and some other balloonists for a lovely dinner hosted by 
Sebastian and Marie Christine. 

Wednesday was scheduled to be a practice flight in the morning, but it was sadly 
weathered out. We attended the event check in with our crew before the opening 
ceremonies later in the day. Sadly, the first flight of the competition was also 
weathered out.

We were incredibly fortunate to have excellent crew join us in Quebec. Alain Gauthier and 
Kathy Hancock are friends of Shane’s parents in Osoyoos who have enjoyed ballooning 
with Garry. Alain is from Quebec, and his family lives only about an hour from where the 
championship was held. They combined a trip to visit family with attending the 
competition, which was great timing! Having crew that spoke French was truly invaluable 
to us.

15
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Both flights on Thursday were cancelled due to weather, with it raining off and on during 
the day. Following the cancellation of the evening flight, we headed to the historic 
downtown for dinner. We ate at Pizza Richelieu, a local favourite with amazing wood-fired 
pizza, and then walked through an art installation setup along the Chambly Canal.

Friday morning started off with our first competition flight, launching from the airport. 
Writing this a couple of months after the fact, some of the flights blur together, so I can’t 
tell you what the tasks were for each. It was hot and humid the whole trip, so Shane flew 
solo on all flights. 

We flew again on Friday evening, again launching from the airport for a nice evening 
flight. We had eight balloons land in the same field - very happy landowners (the event 
gives a bottle of champagne and a small gift certificate to each balloon to give to their 
landowner). 
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Saturday morning we launched from a field outside of the city - the winds were too slow 
to get out of town if we had launched from the airport. The slow winds proved to be a bit 
of a challenge when looking for a landing spot, as the area is full of large corn fields. We 
ended up walking Shane out to a road, going through a ditch that was deeper than we 
expected (and taller than me!).
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Saturday evening we headed out to another field, however we held on the field while 
watching some thunderstorm cells and hoping they would break up. Ultimately the flight 
was cancelled, and a big thunderstorm rolled in later in the evening. While it was hot 
and humid the whole trip, that night was the hottest and stickiest!!

Sunday morning we had the final flight of the competition, launching from out of town 
again. It was a beautiful morning for one last flight in Quebec! 

Sunday afternoon was the closing ceremonies and awards. We were treated to a 
barbeque by the lead sponsor Tremcar, with beverages provided by Budweiser. 
Awards were presented to the top three competitors, rookie of the year, junior of the 
year and female pilot of the year. As well, Jonathan received an award from the CBA 
for his work on competition ballooning in Canada. Shane came in 8th place overall, 
which was an excellent showing for his first competition. Sunday night we continued 
the celebrations by heading out to dinner in Broussard, on Montreal’s South Shore with 
some of the local pilots. (Did I mention this was also our wedding anniversary?)
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Monday was the beginning of the long trip home. The three of us stopped and spent a 
few hours in Old Montreal - we went to Schwartz’s Deli for lunch and visited the Old Port 
of Montreal and walked around a bit to see some sites! It was very hot, but a nice break 
to end our trip.

We had an excellent adventure 
attending this event! Garry, Jonathan 
and the rest of the organizers did a 
great job organizing a successful 
competition while working within the 
health regulations in Quebec, and we 
can’t thank them enough for their hard 
work. The local pilots were extremely 
welcoming and friendly and we met 
many new friends. We do need to 
brush up on our (non-existent) French 
skills before we return, though. 

We then headed West to start our journey home. We were able to stop overnight that 
evening in North Bay, ON to get some rest, before driving straight from North Bay to 
home on Tuesday and Wednesday - about 37 hours of driving! We arrived in Calgary 
around 9 pm on Wednesday evening… and went back to work on Thursday morning!
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Competitive Flying  
Well I did it! Got out of my comfort zone and tried competitive flying at this year’s Canadian  
National Championships 2021 in Saint-Jean-Sur-Richelieu, Quebec. If I had to sum it up in one  
word…CORN! Lots and lots of corn! Made for difficult landing spots but having the best Team  
Louie crew ever made that process that much easier! A pilot is nothing without crew!  

Shannon Teskey & I braved the LONG drive east and took turns behind the wheel on the way  
down. Lots of special moments and memories created along the way. It’s not the destination  
that’s important, but the journey getting there! Every now & then it’s important to remind  ourselves 
to stop & smell the roses! The meteor shower under the cover of night driving  through 
Saskatchewan was AMAZING!!! I’ll never forget that experience! Stopping at Lake  Superior, 
Ontario and dipping our feet in the lake, sleeping in “Lexi” my SUV, for a few hours on  an 
awesome remote spot just off the Trans-Canada Highway, just west of Sault Ste. Marie, ON,  the 
big nickel in Sudbury, Bill & Sandra’s place, seeing two wolves on my drive back crossing  the 
highway and stopping to take them in looking at me looking at them, and of course the  actual 
balloon event itself were just a few highlights to name a few.  

For my first exposure to competitive flying, I’d have to say I’m still not convinced it’s for me. It  was 
stressful, a lot of firsts and so much more information thrown my way in a short period of  time it 
was overwhelming. But they say life begins at the end of your comfort zone so I chose  to just go 
with it. There was a lot of count to 10 & start again moments, but Team Louie had my  
back & kept me grounded. Gaetan was my navigator who I met for the very first time, one of  Bill 
Whelan’s long time crew members & also helps sew & build balloons. His wife Monique was  my 
ground navigator & Shannon driving the Louie’s crib. We all worked well together and I’m  so 
grateful & appreciative of their support. Our very first flight was memorable. I couldn’t get  my 
digital mapping to work so we kicked it old school with paper mapping. So I said, “Gaetan!  
“WHERE!’S THE TARGET!?! I DON’T SEE IT!!!” “Aaah! Merde! We missed it! It was 2 miles  back! 
I’ve been reading the map upside down!” LMAO! ;o)  

But I did learn about digital loggers, personally I find a lot more satisfaction is received from  
throwing an actual bean bag marker, but technology is taking over the world so digital loggers  is 
the wave of the future for competitive flying. I also learned about the 8 digits for figuring out  the 
location of our targets, elbow tasks, pilot declared goal tasks, judge declared goal tasks,  
hesitation waltz tasks & learning the grid reference system which is a geographic coordinate  
system that defines locations in maps using Cartesian coordinates based on a particular map  
projection. Grid lines on maps illustrate the underlying coordinate system. Such coordinate  lines 
are numbered to provide a unique reference to each location on the map. Grid  coordinates are 
normally eastings and northings. I’ve reached out to a few veteran pilots in the  club who said 
they’d be willing to spend some time with me going over all this in more detail  just so I can 
understand it better. All in all, it was a great learning experience but not sure yet if  it’s for me. 
Maybe with some more training, I might change my mind but for now I’m a fiesta  pilot bar none! 
That’s where I get the most satisfaction from and of course taking “first timers”  on their very first 
hot air balloon flight! The joy they have from experiencing their first flight is  contagious and that’s 
my jam! I love that feeling! But I wasn’t last! Close but not quite! And  considering there was only 
one other female pilot, I’m going with, I was second in the Women’s  Category for Canada! Sounds 
better than 18th overall! ;o)  
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So in the meantime, I’ve had some bean bag markers sewn up by Scott Gordan and  
occasionally will throw a few from Louie just to practice. One particular flight I did here in High  
River, I used my Lexus with my ground crew driving, as target practice. Was aiming for the  
open sun roof. Managed to get a marker on the hood of the car! Unfortunately Greg, my  
husband, said I’m not allowed to use the Lexus as target practice anymore! Boooo! What a  
party pooper! 

Thanks again to all involved who supported me during this adventure of mine. I’m grateful for  
the words of advice and encouragement received. Honestly I think the hardest part was 
getting  there & back! Just over 8,300 Km’s round trip later and a shit ton of money towards 
fuel, I  made it back home with a few stops along the way. Ballooning takes time, dedication 
and  money! This is definitely not a poor man’s sport! But I love it! I’m sticking with it for as 
long as I  can, and hope to keep picking up more experience along the way. So you’re all 
stuck with me  being around the ballooning community for a while yet! Sorry not sorry! Love 
you all! Xo  

Jenn Podruski & Louie� Xo 
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Submitted by Dirk Luxen

Congratulations to 
Laura Hack, 
the new Public 
School Board 
Trustee 
for Calgary’s Wards 
3 and 4!



Hespero Balloon Race 2021
By Kerry Ringness

September long weekend marked the 10th 
anniversary of the Hespero Balloon Race, hosted at 
the Hespero Airport by Cliff and Sheri Skocdopole. 
We were about 70 people with 13 pilots and crew! A 
perfect venue with camping onsite. The weather 
couldn’t have been better and the wind gods were 
on our side this year, seeing to it that we were able 
to get four awesome flights in over the course of the 
weekend.

We had international guests, new pilot and crew 
boss, Mike and Donna King, Southern Canadians 
from Albuquerque, NM. 

Asked Brian Juke for permission to use his photos.  Yes.

Asked Sheri for the competition results. 

Hespero - introduction
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Shane Lockyer



Hespero - flying photos
Balloon Race Long Jump competition Saturday morning. In the afternoon we had the 
“Hare and the Hound competition. 4th place went to Jenn Podruski, 3rd to Del 
Michaud, 2nd to Willy Taillon and 1st to Dale Ritchie (likely because he had such a 
skilled co-pilot with him on that flight!).
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Sheri Skocdopole

Sheri Skocdopole

Sheri Skocdopole



Lots of fun with the crew 
competitions! Saturday 
afternoon, Sheri had 
arranged a scavenger hunt 
that took participants on a 
series of challenges that 
showcased some local 
businesses and points of 
interest around Rocky 
Mountain House, good fun 
had by all. Team “Then” won 
for most creative and most 
points.

Hespero - Saturday’s crew competition, 
driving around 
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Sunday afternoon crew competitions were arranged by Cliff and Wes and involved 
mini-hoes and champagne…not “real” champagne, fortunately, but there was an 
impressive show of skills by those participating…who knew serving champagne was just 
another thing added to the list of uses for a Kubota? If you’re looking for servers at your 
next event, Team “Clark” is who you should call as they were the fastest time and with the 
most champagne still IN the glasses! And Miss Georgia, the youngest competitor, showed 
us all how it was done, demonstrating every part of the challenge herself! A future 
employee at Skocdopole Construction, perhaps?

Hespero - Sunday afternoon’s crew 
competition
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Pictures from awards, etc.

Sheri’s photos on this side
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The lucky winners of the Rolling Hills Crew Competition were the Ringness family … 
who are currently undergoing a home renovation to incorporate the trophy into their 
decor.

Lots of great food as always, amazing after-flight breakfasts cooked up by Rick and 
Cindy Fink and their crew, potluck dinner, and the always favourite baked potatoes, 
burner corn roast, chicken wings and French fries! So yummy! Definitely a good 
weekend to “cheat” on your diet!

Thanks to everyone for a great weekend of flying, follies and friendship! And most of all 
thanks to Cliff, Sheri and their helpers for another amazing and memorable weekend. 

Gary Fehr receiving the
Hespero Balloon Race trophy

From Cliff Skocdopole

Jenn Podruski, Del Michaud, Dale Ritchie

Jamie Kinghorn, Cliff Skocdopole Team Then: Walt Then, Mike & Donna King, 
and the lovely Linda

Emma Lockyer
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The Drumheller Fall Happening saw dozens of 
balloonists exploring the area, and enjoying 
the special beer produced by Valley Brewing to 
commemorate the Calgary Balloon Club’s 45th 
anniversary.  Sunday’s morning flight was 
spectacular, when 14 balloons from across 
Canada filled the Drumheller sky. 
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The High River Balloons Events Committee did an amazing job making the 2021 Heritage Inn 
International Balloon Festival a great success, with five flights out of eight possible.  There were 
24 registered pilots, including one from Belgium, one from Montana, and several from eastern 
Canada. Over 140 volunteers were expertly coordinated by Leanne Henderson, who ensured 
that each team had enough crew.  The event was covered by CTV News, the Globe & Mail, and 
the Prairie Post, as well as hundreds of pictures on social media from thousands of happy 
spectators.

Congratulations to all the participants, and especially  to Dale Ritchie, Brant Leatherdale, and 
Garry Lockyer. 

Emma Lockyer



I was a new pilot and the Heritage Inn International Balloon Festival was my 
and my wife’s first festival that we attended with me being a pilot. We really 
enjoyed ourselves discovering the beautiful town of High River. The weather 
was beautiful enough to have 5 amazing flights. The scenery was 
breathtaking, the mountains, the never ending fields, and we also got to fly 
over a film set. Everything was so amazingly beautiful.  There is also an 
incredible cinematic history to this place. All in all a beautiful village with 
anything and everything you need. People were very kind and helpful with 
any needs we had, everyone seemed to be very grateful for the balloon 
festival and we had a great time. We hope to have the opportunity to return 
to the balloon festival.

Tommy and Lisa Quevillon
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Four new pilots were 
presented their Pilot Wings 

by their instructors.  

From left to right:  
Instructor Del Michaud 

with Cathy Dudgeon.
  

Brent Gordon, 
Dalton Melbourne, 

Tommy Quevillon with 
Instructor Bill Whelan. 

Sheri Skocdopole 
made a cake to 
celebrate the 50 
hours flight time that 
the new pilots had to 
achieve to fly in the 
Festival.  
Tommy Quevillon 
and Cathy Dudgeon. 

Lisa Quevillon

Leanne HendersonSheri Skocdopole 

Matthew Affleck 
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Messaged Ron Kube Photography for permission to use these .  Yes. 

Special Shapes
● ✔Rocket
● ✔Owl
● ✔Gavy
● ✔Grey elephant
● ✔Pink elephant 

Which of these two photos?

Ron Kube Photography

Sheri Skocdopole

Ron Kube Photography

Emma Lockyer

Leanne Henderson

Cathy Dudgeon
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Shane & Gavin (Emma)

Globe & Mail cover (Emma)

Searle & Jonathan (Cathy)

NFlites (Cathy)

PA’s & Louie (Emma)

Gonzo launching (Dirk? Checking)

John’s (Asking Dana)

Ra (ASking Dana) Shane Lockyer with Gavin, a reporter from the 
Globe & Mail.  

Emma Lockyer
Dana Zielke

Jamie Kinghorn as the Hare balloon.

Scott Beaton’s “Gonzo”

Cathy DudgeonAnnette Dickinson
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Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta 2021
By Dale Ritchie and Cathy Dudgeon

What are your most memorable balloon 
flights?  Your first time experiencing 
lighter-than-air travel?  A flight during which 
the sky was filled with other balloons?  
Maybe your first solo?  

For Dale Ritchie, one of his most 
memorable flights was in Albuquerque this 
fall, when his team was chosen as the 
Balloon of the Day.  

Since 1989, Dale has been piloting the 
Cow balloon at many events and 
promotions around North America and 
since 1999, flying the giant cow special 
shape at the Albuquerque International 
Balloon Fiesta.  Now owned by Creamland 

Dairies in Albuquerque, their team also flies a regular round balloon for days when it’s 
not practical to fly the special shape.  

On the first day of Balloon Fiesta’s Special Shape Rodeo, Dale and his team were asked 
to be the Balloon of the Day - the first time Dale has had that honour and the first time in 
31 years of the Cow flying in Albuquerque. 

“When they told me about it, I said it was a lot of pressure, because they’d probably want 
me to fly the Cow.  If the winds were too strong or in a bad direction, that could be a 
concern.”  

Dale was reassured when he learned that he could choose to fly either the Cow or the 
round balloon, but they had to be ready to launch at exactly 7:00 a.m., carrying the 
American flag as the American national anthem was playing. 

“The morning was absolutely beautiful, and we got the Cow standing up.  We took off at 
exactly 7:00 o’clock.  It was kind of an emotional thing, because everybody’s watching 
you, and there are no other balloons up in the air…it was quite an awesome flight.  I was 
able to go up and cut across the whole field diagonally.  It took over half an hour just to 
get across Alameda Boulevard south of Fiesta Park.  It was an honour to be able to do 
that, to have a Canadian pilot flying the U.S. flag.  The day was absolutely perfect for it, it 
couldn’t have been a better day to go.  It was the first day of the Special Shape Rodeo, it 
was the Cow, and it was the honour of being able to fly the U.S. flag.”
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“One of my top five most memorable flights…right up there with flying the Cow over the 
Rose Bowl during the game on New Year’s Day in Pasadena, CA, flying the Cow over 
Tijuana, Mexico and flying the T-Rex dinosaur special shape balloon right over Niagara 
Falls.  I was high on adrenaline all day…it was just so cool and I was pretty wired.”  One 
might even say that he was walking on air. 

Dale was happy that the weather allowed for fourteen out of fifteen possible flights or 
displays, which included a tether as part of a fundraiser at an elementary school.  
Albuquerque  Aloft is a program in which a balloon either launches from or tethers at a 
school before the actual event begins.  

“They signed me up for a school on the Friday morning before Fiesta started, so we went 
to the school and tethered the cow at 6:00 a.m.  It was a perfect morning. They were 
selling breakfast burritos and hot coffee.  We were there for about an hour and a half, with 
the Cow standing.”

As for the event itself, Dale explained that there were a few mornings that weren’t good for 
flying.  One morning the field was closed to launches. It was calm enough on the ground to 
do a static display, but the winds off the ground were too fast and heading in the wrong 
direction for the officials. They delighted the crowds by setting the Cow up for a static 
display instead. 

The last Saturday night of the event was very windy, because a big storm had blown 
through during the day, leaving howling winds that were too strong for even the round 
balloons.  As a result, the Glow was cancelled.  

The weather cooperated for the rest of the event, and the Cow was able to tether at two of 
the balloon glows, as well as fly four times.  On a few mornings, Dale and his team 
tethered Airabelle for 30 minutes before putting it down, and then launching the round 
balloon.  

Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta was 
cancelled in 2020 due to the 
pandemic, but returned in 2021 
with some differences.

“The organization was well done 
as far as covid restrictions,” 
Dale explained.  At the 
sponsored tents on the field, 
outdoor eating facilities were 
expanded.  Physical distancing 
and masks were encouraged.   
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Another difference involved the morning briefings.  In previous years, pilots would 
gather around the tower to learn about the weather and other important information, 
then disperse to their assigned spot on the field.  This year, it was more structured.  

“They had a scanning system for pilots.  You had an ID badge with a QR code to 
register that you attended the briefing.  As you walked up to the tower, there was a 
group of officials.  Each official had a cell phone to scan your badge.  If you weren’t 
scanned, you wouldn’t get propane.  We were reminded several times during the 
briefing to be scanned before leaving.” 

Because COVID-19 restrictions prevented non-Americans from driving across the 
border into the United States, there weren’t many foreign pilots.  Those who did attend 
had to fly in (by plane) and have their equipment waiting for them.  Even with the limited 
number of pilots from outside the United States, Balloon Fiesta had over 500 balloons 
flying. 

Dale enjoyed meeting the only official drone pilot for the event.  The drone would 
occasionally fly past and record all the flights and glows. To help keep the balloons safe 
from unauthorized drones, the local police set up a command post with an antenna that 
picked up radio frequencies.  Over 50 drones were in the restricted airspace on the first 
weekend, but each one was found and shut down. That one official drone pilot 
managed to get some beautiful footage. 

All in all, it was a very successful, memorable event, and Dale is looking forward to 
returning to Balloon Fiesta for its 50th celebration in 2022. 

Halloween Flight

October 31, 2021 – Halloween launch. Five balloons and many 
crew gathered on a frosty (-16oC) morning at the High River 
Balloonport. Light winds were heading east. But we were given a 
task: to drop a pumpkin on the field after take off. 

Splattttt…. This test requires concentration, so much 
concentration that it is easy to forget about the trees that line the 
east side of the field. There was one sighting of a balloon playing 
‘arborist’. It is easy to do.

Everyone continued on for a spectacular, sunny flight.
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Ravenesque!
The pandemic may have prevented us from gathering at the Raven Roundhouse for our 
usual celebration, but five determined balloonists launched from High River on October 
31st to drop pumpkins on a target that stayed free of any pumpkin shreds, then 
gathered at the Port afterwards for tailgating.  Thank you to Linda and Walt for 
supplying the pumpkins! 

Cathy Dudgeon

Cathy Dudgeon

Cathy Dudgeon

Janice StorchJanice Storch

That del is a real 

trailbreaker! 



History of CBC Pins, Part 4:  2011-2020
By Ralph Dowson
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"2011" -  Calgary Balloon Club celebrating their 35th Anniversary 
(1976 to 2011) with Club Membership Pin featuring the only Club 
Owned Balloon "Ice Cube" and the Club Logo with 3 stylized Club 
Balloons over the foothills of Alberta with the spectacular Rocky 
Mountains beyond.

"2012" -  Similar to the 2011 Membership Pin except the background 
is it's Pilots favorite area to fly - The unique "Valley of the Dinosaurs'' 
- the Drumheller Valley.

"2013" - Another design very similar to the 2011 Membership Pin 
with "Ice Cube" featured with the stylized balloons of the Club Logo 
and the Alberta Foothills and Rocky Mountains.

"2014" -  Featuring "Ice Cube" with a large banner of the Club Logo 
and the Stylized Balloons plus a Canada 'Maple Leaf' Flag Balloon 
and the 'City of Calgary' Balloon with the City Logo c/w Chase 
Vehicle and Club Trailer with the Golden Prairies, Green Foothills 
and the Rocky Mountains.

"2015" -  2015 brought forth a few changes.  The introduction of Club 
Pilots Balloons as featured Balloons. The 2015 Club Membership 
Pin featured 2 Club Pilots, one dropping his marker on the 
"X-Target" and the other preparing to drop his marker near the "X".  
The Club Balloon, "Ice Cube" with the traditional Calgary White Hat 
on a banner followed closely behind with a Red & White 'Maple Leaf' 
Canadian balloon off to the left with other balloons following.
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"2016" -  The Calgary Balloon Club celebrating its 40th year with a 
stylized "40" outline behind the balloons.  Featuring the Calgary 
Balloon Club's 1st balloon in 1976, the sponsored Phoenix Data 
Centres balloon aptly named "PUFF", the present balloon "ice Cube" 
wearing the White hat and the 4th balloon owned by the Calgary 
Balloon Club, the "Red Knight".  

"2017" -  The Club Pin is featured at the 'Roundhouse at Raven" with 
the Clubs "Ice Cube" Balloon and the Clubs retired "Magic Dragon" 
Balloon and with the "Big Toy" Balloon.   After many years (starting in 
the early 1980's) of having fun flights and Halloween festivities & 
costumes it was time to 'Honour the Raven Weekend Gathering of 
Balloons & Friends' at the "Oscar Caron" Family Farm (Linda Then's 
Father) who allowed the Calgary Balloon Club to use "The 
Roundhouse" as Balloon Central at or near the end of October for a 
"Halloween" Balloon Festival every year till present.  The 
Roundhouse has a cooking area, a large round area with numerous 
picnic tables and an open indoor fire pit with a huge fan for sucking 
the air and smoke up and out of the roundhouse chimney.  Many 
years of stories, laffs, pumpkin carvings, and Ghostly Costumes and 
the smell of "turkey cooker cooked turkeys" and fixins and more 
stories.  (P.S.:  This tradition has carried on continuously and now 
Linda Then's "Brother & his Family" are the Host's with many 
Thanks... On behalf of the Calgary Balloon Club).

"2018" -  In the early 1990's, the "Bailey Bash & Corn Roast" at Jack 
& Shelagh Bailey's Place near Rolling Hills, AB. was the beginning of 
another tradition.  Many Club Pilots attended the Sept. long 
weekend with tents & campers, and their balloons for a weekend of 
ballooning fun, storytelling and cooking "Corn on the Cob" in a big 
pot blasted by Jack's Balloon Burners.  Featured is Jack blasting the 
corn pot with balloon burners, the "Mr. Smee" Balloon  and "Double 
Diamond" Balloon and the Club's "Ice Cube" Balloon.  
P.S.  The Hesporo Balloon Gathering on the Sept. Long Weekend 
has taken over the Bailey Bash & Corn Roast.

"2019" -  As the years roll on, changes are inevitable.  This year's 
Membership Pin features balloons flying from the High River 
Balloonport.  This is the last year for the Club's "Ice Cube" Balloon to 
proudly wear the 'City of Calgary' famous "White Hat" before retiring.  
Other privately owned balloons are "Happiness Is!", "Windy", "Big 
Toy 2" & "Our Treat" Balloons with the High River "Red Barn".  In the 
future, Club Member Pilot's balloons will wear the "White Hat". 
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"2020" -  Over the past 40 years, the Calgary Balloon Club Pilots 
have flown their balloons in all ballooning areas of Alberta and have 
developed many favorite locations to fly as evidenced by locations 
shown on the "Provincial Map".  Featured are just a few Club 
Members Balloons.  "Emily", proudly wearing the Calgary White Hat, 
with “Wild Blue Yonder” in the middle. Next, the middle right balloon 
is "Geppetto", and in the top corner is "Louie".  Bottom left is Skittles.  

F.Y.I., Calgary Balloon Club Pilots have flown in many locations in 
Canada, the U.S.A, and many other places such as Japan, 
Australia, and numerous places in Europe and Asia.



Congratulations!  

Congratulations go out to Shane Lockyer, 
who completed the requirements for his Instructor rating. 

Congratulations to Brent Gordon 
on finishing his license. 
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How do things get their names?  On hot air balloons, there is usually a rope or line, 
called the rip line, and coloured red, that extends from the top of the envelope to the 
basket.  The line is pulled by the pilot upon landing to allow a quick deflation of the 
envelope.  Pulling on the line, lowers the parachute from the top of the envelope, and the 
hot air rushes out.

The line was always called the “red line”.  I never questioned why it was called that.  
Recently, while reading Falling Upwards by Richard Holmes (Vintage Books), I came 
across an explanation that may be the origin of the term “red line”.  

John Wise (Johan Weiss), from a German family, was born in 1808 in Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania.  His upbringing introduced him to music and mathematics.  He also had 
an interest in flying, playing with parachutes and Montgolfier fire balloons.  Philadelphia 
had experience with innovation from Franklin, and Jean-Pierre Blanchard’s flight in 1794.  
By his thirties, Wise was an accomplished gas balloonist…and thus we come to the red 
line.  

“Wise was studying the infant science of meteorology, and making technical innovations 
too.  After several rough landings in which he was dragged across fields and through 
hedges, unable to deflate his balloon swiftly enough, he came up with the idea for a ‘rip 
panel’.  This was a strip section of the balloon gore, sown separately into the top of the 
envelope, which could be instantly torn away by pulling a red-painted ‘rip cord’, thus 
rapidly releasing the hydrogen and deflating the balloon in seconds.  Many friends 
thought this ‘safety’ device was in fact suicidally risky, open to all kinds of technical 
failure and human error.  But Wise first used it successfully on 27 April 1839, and it was 
soon universally adopted, the first serious balloon invention since Charles Green’s trail 
rope.”  (p103)

The book goes on with many stories about balloons after the Montgolfier time.  From 
1793 to the 1930’s, this was the period of gas ballooning.  There are many wild tales, as 
balloonists ignored and then learned about weather and meteorology.  Balloons are a 
part of history and adventure.   

Richard Clark

The red line…
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Red No take-off permitted. Any previous permission to take off is cancelled. 

Green Permission to all balloons to begin hot inflation.

Blue Permission to blue wave (odd numbered balloons) to begin inflation.

White Permission to white wave (even numbered balloons to begin inflation.

Yellow Five minute warning

Pink Supplementary or amended briefing information available.

Black Task cancelled.

Violet Reserve: meaning as declared at task briefing. 

What Do the Coloured Flags Mean? 

A certain rookie was on the launch field at the HIIBF, and was uncertain about the 
meaning of the pink flag.  After asking three experienced pilots what it meant and 
realizing that nobody really knew, Lorraine Watson dug out the list, and Dirk Luxen 
wisely suggested including it here!
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Recent flights

Aug 25 - Brent & Scott Gordon 
flew together as father-son team 
for the first time. 
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Willy Taillon over Medicine Hat. 

Ryan Kelly

Alain Bard

Emily Dudgeon



2021-2022 CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS 

DATES EVENT LOCATION

Nov 10 CBC Annual General Meeting Through Zoom 

Nov 21 Searle’s Special Flight, weather permitting High River 

Nov 21 Montgolfier Day Everywhere!

Dec 2 CBC Christmas Party To be announced

Jan 1 New Year’s Day Flight High River, Alberta 

Jan 12 CBC General Meeting To be announced

Jan 20-23 Havasu Balloon Festival Havasu, Arizona

Feb 4-13 Vernon Winter Carnival Vernon, BC 

Feb 9 CBC General Meeting To be announced

Feb 21 Sylvan Lake Winterfest Sylvan Lake 

March 4-6 Winthrop Balloon Festival Winthrop, Washington 

March 9 CBC General Meeting To be announced

April 13 CBC General Meeting To be announced

April 29-May 1 Spring Drumheller Happening Drumheller 

May 11 CBC General Meeting To be announced 

May 26-29 Medicine Hat event - watch your email for details Medicine Hat, Alberta
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Please send submissions for the February newsletter 
to Sharon sjelliott@sasktel.net  or Cathy cathycdn@gmail.com by January 31st.
Earlier is better, so they’re not going crazier trying to finish it at the last minute.

Pictures, short notes, long articles, news, whatever floats your balloon.
Just send it!  

Dates and locations will be confirmed by email.  
All events are subject to Alberta Health Services’ pandemic guidelines.

mailto:sjelliott@sasktel.net
mailto:cathycdn@gmail.com


Calgary Balloon Club Membership Application
                          Membership Year is from January 1 to December 31

Name: ____________________________________________
                Surname                              First

Address:  __________________________________________

                _____________________ Postal Code:__________

Email Address:______________________________________

Phone - Home:____________________   Phone - Cell:________________________________

It is the intention of the Club
● to use the information to contact you about Club activities
● to provide a Membership Roster and email list for Club members
● to use the information for Club purposes
● for you to have access to your information
● to respect your privacy

*I give permission to have my contact information included on the Membership Roster and/or 
email list to be distributed to the members of the Calgary Balloon Club.

Circle One   YES   NO 

Membership Class Rate Amount Enclosed

Active $45/year $

Family of Active Member $15/year $

Name(s) of Family Members applied for

Family member’s email address, phone 

Total Enclosed $_____________________

Please make cheque payable to:  
‘The Calgary Balloon Club
c/o 5639 Maidstone Cres NE
Calgary, Alberta   T2A 4C3

For e-transfer, please send to Dirk, 
Club Treasurer at luxen@shaw.ca 
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